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Abstract  

State of Fear (2004) by Michael Crichton (1942-2008) is an ecocriticism novel that delves into the 

sensitive topic of climate change. The ecocritical approach considers nature as a prevalent factor through 

the belief that natural forces widely determine human evolution as a community. According to ecocritics, 

the human world is not developed solely by linguistic and social factors (Milner 2022, p. 18). The two 

elements are just among the many aspects accountable for the presence and progress of people. Generally, 

life, including human life, is extremely influenced by the functions of nature and the environment. 

Therefore, according to the ecocriticism theory, nature is a critical element of human life.  

After changing into the discipline of theory, eco-criticism was divided into sections. One of the parts 

developed into reviewing and interpreting the functions of nature, images, and natural items in the literacy 

works generated by scholars worldwide. Ecocriticism assumes a prominent position within the realm of 

literary studies due to its capacity to explore and elucidate the inherent ecological distinctions among 

various geographical settings. However, the main source of thoughts, study, and results in ecocritical 

research will always come from the authors and poets who are famous and well-developed in literature 

(Hansen 2020, p.146). Using an Ecocritical approach, the paper seeks to apply Michael Crichton's concepts 

of the environment through global warming. The paper aims to determine the relationship between 

literature and scientific data on global warming. Moreover, it analyzes the significant concepts of the novel 

State of Fear to develop a clear understanding of the author's perception and political ideologies concerning 

global warming. It also seeks to ascertain future global warming effects' validity. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

tate of Fear (2004) by Michael Crichton 

(Michael 1942-2008) is an ecocriticism 

novel that delves into the contentious topic of 

climate change. In the novel, Crichton refutes the 

idea that global warming is anthropogenic and 

also stresses that the alleged impending climate 

apocalypse is nothing but a fearmongering 

agenda created by unscrupulous scientists for 

their selfish gains. For a better understanding of 

this paper’s topic and content, it is important to 

define ecocriticism, anthropogenic, and climate 

apocalypse, as well as give a brief overview of the 

novel’s synopsis. By description, ecocriticism is 

an emerging literary genre that concentrates on 

how people and the environment relaten (Garrard, 

2023). Additionally, anthropogenic translates to a 

situation that is human-caused or human-induced 

(Baysal, 2021). Moreover, climate apocalypse is 

a phrase used to describe a projected situation 

involving probable human extinction and the 

universal downfall of human civilisation due to 

indirect or direct consequences of human-

triggered climate change (Baysal, 2021). On this 

premise, State of Fear looks at the claims of 

anthropogenic global warming and climate 

apocalypse from the lens of ecocriticism.  

The synopsis of the novel can best be 

explained using four characters – Nicholas Drake, 

Peter Evans, George Morton, and Richard 

Kenner. Drake, who has a legal background, is a 

retired litigator and is now serving for his tenth 

year as the director of an organisation called the 

National Environmental Research Fund (NERF) 

(Crichton, 2004). Under the leadership of Drake, 

NERF embarks on ecological scare techniques to 

deceitfully acquire monetary donations, with the 

main donor being George Morton, a 

philanthropist who has a penchant for supporting 

environmental causes. NERF also funds the 

Environmental Liberation Front (ELF), an eco-

terrorist organisation that is responsible for 

initiating artificial catastrophes to spread the fear 

of climate apocalypse in society and 
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unscrupulously generate more donations 

(Crichton, 2004).  

Unlike Drake, Evans, who serves as Morton’s 

attorney, is depicted as a good, yet ignorant 

lawyer. He does not have basic scientific 

knowledge, failing to quickly detect the 

fraudulent nature of activities conducted by 

NERF (Crichton, 2004). Additionally, Kenner, 

who also has a background in law, is now 

working as an agent for the National Security 

Intelligence Agency (NSIA), with his main 

assignment being conducting investigations on 

the hidden motives of NERF. It is Kenner who 

helps Evans understand that NERF is a scare-

mongering environmental organisation. 

Eventually, Kenner joins hands with Evans and 

Morton to thwart the heinous plans of NERF and 

ELF (Crichton, 2004). Crichton communicates 

through the conversations among these four 

characters to show how the combination of 

science, media, and law negatively shapes public 

opinion on global warming. Nonetheless, 

Crichton's emphasis on the invalidity of scientific 

proof of global warming and climate apocalypse 

is largely unsubstantiated and unconvincing.  

Crichton’s Argument Against Scientific 

Backing of Global Warming: 

Crichton maintains that scientific evidence 

concerning global warming is questionable, 

arguing that the rising global temperatures are due 

to the urban heat island effect. The author asserts 

that researchers have inaccurately asserted that 

global warming resulted in temperature rise 

during the 20th century (Oreskes & Conway, 

2010). He maintains that these temperature 

increases can be accredited to urban development 

as opposed to greenhouse gases (Allen, 2005). He 

writes, “Cities in South Korea are heating rapidly.  

Manchester, England, is now 8 degrees warmer 

than the surrounding countryside. Even small 

towns are much hotter than the surrounding 

areas” (Crichton, 2004, pp. 369-370).  According 

to Crichton, researchers are alluding to global 

warming because stations for measuring long-

term temperatures are now in the vicinity of large 

cities. Although the urban heat island effect 

triggers augmented warming in urban centres, the 

planet’s portion covered by cities is so small 

compared to the extensive area occupied by 

unpopulated mountains, rural landscapes, ice 

caps, and oceans, which have equally 

demonstrated significance proof of global 

warming (Weart, 2011). For example, while 

oceans are often miles away from major urban 

centres, research shows that there has been a 

steady rise in ocean temperatures over the 20th 

century (National Academies Press, 2001). In the 

same vein, land glaciers are melting globally, yet 

they are not anywhere close to cities (Zwally, 

2002). Moreover, the Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change reviewed research-based data 

from peer-reviewed journals and concluded that 

although the urban heat island effect triggered 

about 0.050C of the rise in universal average 

temperatures between 1900-1990, this 

contribution was negligible as it accounted for 

only 0.1% of the overall increase within that 

period (IPCC, 2001). More importantly, stations 

for monitoring temperatures are found in different 

locations globally – on both sea and land – and 

have demonstrated a reliable warming trend 

(Perry, 2006). In this sense, it is evident that 

Crichton’s argument about urban heat islands, 

though valid to some extent, cannot disrepute the 

research-based evidence of global warming.  

Crichton further discredits the scientific 

findings of global warming, arguing that many 

places globally have recorded substantial declines 

in temperatures. To prove his point, he uses 

graphical representations to demonstrate 

temperature drops over the 20th century in areas 

such as Navacerrada, Ann Arbor, and Punta 

Arenas in Spain, America, and Chile, respectively 

(Crichton, 2004). The author further argues that 

these areas have gotten colder since 1930 and that 

“if the globe is warming, these places have been 

left out” (Crichton, 2004, p. 374). Nevertheless, 

this opinion does not hold water as global 

warming entails an increase in average 

temperatures globally (Oreskes, 2004). As a 

result, temperature declines in some zones cannot 

be used as grounds to overrule the reality of 

global warming in the 20th century.  

Crichton continues to doubt the validity of the 

scientific inferences of global warming referring 

to the 1940-1970 drops in temperature, pointing 

to discrepancies in research outcomes during this 

period. The author showcases a graphical 

representation of temperature drops between 

1940-1970 against rising CO2 levels, prompting 

the question "If rising carbon dioxide is the cause 

of rising temperatures, why didn't it cause 

temperatures to rise from 1940 to 1970?" 

(Crichton, 2004, p. 87). Through this question, 

the author attempts to demonstrate that this 

period’s recorded upsurge of CO2 levels points to 

rising greenhouse gas emissions, which, based on 

climate change science, should have led to 

corresponding temperature increases. According 

to Sandalow (2005), Crichton’s argument is 
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correct as there was an average drop in 

temperatures between 1940-1970 in the Northern 

Hemisphere. Nonetheless, temperature is a 

product of numerous factors, which include but 

are not limited to greenhouse gases’ warming 

effect, fluctuations in solar radiation, and CO2. It 

is cooling factors like water vapour, cloud shifts, 

and ocean currents that triggered a drop in 

temperatures during this period (Ekwurzel, 

2005). In this sense, these cooling factors in the 

Northern Hemisphere cannot be used to disprove 

the prevalence of human-triggered global 

warming in the 20th century.  

Crichton stresses that the scientific proof of 

global warming raises suspicion because 

researchers have become materialistic and are 

willing to give fearmongering, erroneous findings 

in exchange for monetary benefits. In particular, 

the author compares scientists to renaissance 

painters, “commissioned to make the portrait the 

patron wants done. And if they are smart, they’ll 

make sure their work subtly flatters the patron” 

(Crichton, 2004, p. 565). This statement reveals 

Crichton's contemptuous attitude towards 

researchers, particularly those focusing on global 

warming. It indicates that the author regards their 

findings as driven by selfish financial motives. 

For instance, Crichton depicts NERF as an 

organisation that conducts environmental studies 

to instil the fear of global warming in society to 

attract donations from concerned members of the 

public, such as Morton. Particularly, the 

organisation's director, Drake, believes that by 

providing fearmongering research findings and 

creating artificial catastrophes, there would be 

cause for alarm and fear of global warming, 

attracting more research funds (Ball, 2004). The 

author insinuates that researchers have been 

peddling the fear of global warming to show 

donors that it is an issue that requires urgent 

action. Moreover, in his closing remarks at the 

ending part of the novel, the author writes, 

“Scientists know that continued funding depends 

on delivering the results the funders desire. As a 

result, environmental organisation 'studies' are 

every bit as biased and suspect as industry 

'studies'" (Crichton, 2004, p. 573). In this 

statement, Crichton suggests that studies 

regarding global warming are corrupted and 

should not be trusted. Although some rogue 

scientists may indeed be working for 

organisations with vested interests, Crichton's 

likening of scientists to renaissance painters is a 

testament to his subjectivity about the issue of 

global warming, raising concerns over the 

credibility of his arguments.  

Crichton further claims that scientists have 

formed an unholy alliance with lawyers and the 

media to create a dystopian society. According to 

the author, research organisations seek the 

services of lawyers because they belong to a very 

influential group in society. As a result, they are 

also driven by financial motives to promote the 

fearmongering agenda of scientists in matters 

pertaining to global warming. For instance, Evans 

reveals the likelihood of lawyers ganging up with 

scientists to scare the public about the perils of 

global warming, arguing that “One of the first 

things you learned in law school was that the law 

was not about truth” (Crichton, 2004, pp. 53-54). 

In the same vein, Crichton faults lawyers for 

representing clients in legal matters involving 

environmental themes yet they do not have 

scientific knowledge. Likewise, Vaughn (2010) 

maintains that cause-lawyering is a threat to 

sound policies regarding global warming as 

environmental organisations, such as NERF, use 

lawyers as litigators to handle matters that can 

best be handled by politicians and scientists. 

Additionally, Crichton shows how environmental 

organisations conspire with the media to trigger 

public fear concerning global warming. An 

example from the novel is when Drake gives 

specific instructions to the media team in charge 

of broadcasting information about climate on 

behalf of NERF, “No, I want ‘Crisis’ or 

‘Catastrophe.’ “The Crisis Ahead.’ “The 

Catastrophe Ahead.’ That’s better”(Crichton, 

2004, p. 155). Drake’s emphasis on the use of the 

words catastrophe or crisis in the news title is a 

portrayal of how the media can be used to 

influence mass opinion (Boykoff & Rajan, 2007). 

Moreover, in reference to how researchers use the 

media and lawyers to perpetrate the global 

warming scare, the author writes that the media 

relies on scare narratives to attract an audience 

and lawyers depend on perils to litigate (Crichton, 

2004). On this premise, although Crichton’s 

claims that scientists may be using the services of 

lawyers and the media to advance their selfish 

interests may be valid; however, generalising this 

activity is ill-founded as not all researchers, 

lawyers, and media outlets are unprincipled.  

Crichton’s Argument Against Scientific 

Backing of Climate Apocalypse:  

 In the novel, Crichton does not believe in 

the credibility of the climate apocalypse. 

According to the author, the idea of climate 

apocalypse due to human-induced global 
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warming is a hoax meant to create a society that 

lives in constant fear (Whistle.Blower, 2008). 

Given that climate apocalypse is based on future 

projections of climate patterns, the author writes 

that climate  “is so complicated that no one has 

been able to predict future climate with accuracy” 

(Crichton, 2004, p. 248). Although the author’s 

view concerning the complexity of climate is 

reliable, there is a higher possibility of giving 

reliable predictions of future climate patterns, 

especially about the consequences of unchecked 

global warming (Pearce, 2010). In particular, the 

continued prevalence of greenhouse gas 

emissions means that the ozone layer will be 

depleted continually, which may pose a threat to 

human existence due to the environmental 

impacts of global warming (Rust, 2006). Thus, 

Crichton’s rejection of the possibility of climate 

apocalypse is unsubstantiated as science has 

shown that global warming is detrimental to 

people’s existence.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

 Although Crichton’s novel stirs discourse 

about the negative side of studies revolving 

around global warming, his arguments about the 

inaccuracy of the scientific proof of the 

environmental issue and climate apocalypse are 

largely groundless and unpersuasive. The 

author’s views about the concept of urban heat 

island effect and temperature drops in some 

specific areas of the globe are not backed by 

scientific facts. Moreover, Crichton's subjective 

opinions about scientists skewing research 

findings to suit the needs of their financiers for 

monetary benefits show contempt and make his 

arguments regarding the use of global warming to 

spread fear questionable. In the same vein, while 

some scientists may collude with lawyers and the 

media to inculcate the ecological scare in society, 

it is inaccurate to paint all researchers, lawyers, 

and media platforms as dishonest.  
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 ی مایکڵ کرایتن: " دۆخی ترسی "کاریگەری مرۆیی و لەناووچوونی کەشووهەوا لە ڕۆمانی 
 لێکۆڵینەوەیەکی  ڕەخنەیی ژینگەیی   

 
 

 پووختە 
بەر قسە کردن لەسەر ئیکۆکریتیسیزم، بەگشتی وەک ڕوانگەیەکی تەقلیدی، بوارەکانی زمانەوانی و کۆمەڵایەتی و  

ڕێبازی ئیکۆکریتیکی سروشت وەک فاکتەری باو دەزانێت لە ڕێگەی ئەو باوەڕەی کە  کولتووری بە گرنگ سەیر دەکرێن.  
هێزە سروشتییەکان بە شێوەیەکی بەرفراوان پەرەسەندنی مرۆڤ وەک کۆمەڵگەیەک دیاری دەکەن. بە گوێرەی  

ەندووە. ئەو دوو  ڕەخنەگرانی ئیکۆ، جیهانی مرۆڤ تەنیا بە هۆی هۆکارە زمانەوانی و کۆمەڵایەتییەکانەوە پەرەی نە س 
هۆکارە تەنها لەنێو ئەو لایەنە زۆرانەدان کە لێپرسینەوە لە هەبوون و پێشکەوتنی مرۆڤەکان دەکەن. بەگشتی ژیان، بە  

ژیانی مرۆڤیشەوە، لە ڕادەبەدەر لە ژێر کاریگەری کارەکانی سروشت و ژینگەدایە. بۆیە بەپێی تیۆری ڕەخنەی ژینگەیی،  
  .ی ژیانی مرۆڤە سروشت هۆکارێکی ڕەخنەگرانە 

دوای گۆڕینی بۆ دیسیپلینی تیۆری، ڕەخنەی ژینگەیی بەسەر چەند بەشێکدا دابەشکرا. یەکێک لە بەشەکان پەرەی  
سەند و بوو بە پێداچوونەوە و لێکدانەوەی ئەرکەکانی سروشت و وێنە و بابەتە سروشتییەکان لە بەرهەمە زانستیەکاندا  

اون. . ڕەخنەی ئیکۆ یاخود ژینگەیی ئەدەبیاتی سەرەتاییە، چونکە  کە لەلایەن زانایانەوە لە سەرانسەری جیهاندا دروستکر 
جیاوازییە سروشتییەکانی شوێنی جیاواز لەبەرچاو دەگرێت. بەڵام سەرچاوەی سەرەکی بیرکردنەوە و لێکۆڵینەوە و  

وبانگن و  ئەنجامەکان لە لێکۆڵینەوە ئیکۆ ڕەخنەییەکان هەمیشە لەو نووسەر و شاعیرانەوە دێت کە لە ئەدەبدا بەنا 
گەشەیان کردووە. بە بەکارهێنانی ڕێبازێکی گرینگی ئیکۆ، توێژینەوەکە هەوڵدەدات چەمکەکانی مایکل کرایتۆن  

سەبارەت بە ژینگە لە ڕێگەی گەرمبوونی جیهانەوە بەکاربهێنێت. ئامانجی توێژینەوەکە دیاریکردنی پەیوەندی نێوان  
شی دەکاتەوە    ( باری ترس ) نە. جگە لەوەش چەمکە گرنگەکانی ڕۆمانی ئەدەبیات و داتای زانستی لەسەر گەرمبوونی جیها 

بۆ پەرەپێدانی تێگەیشتنێکی ڕوون لە تێڕوانین و ئایدۆلۆژیا سیاسییەکانی نووسەر سەبارەت بە گەرمبوونی جیهان.  
  .هەروەها هەوڵدەدات ڕەوایەتی کاریگەرییەکانی گەرمبوونی جیهان لە داهاتوودا دیاری بکات 

 
 ، گەرمبوونی جیها(باری ترس)کاریگەریی مرۆیی، لەناوچوونی کەشوهەوا،   وشە سەرەکییەکان: 


